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Introduction
A basic understanding of Photoshop will help you get the most out of this training
guide, but you can still learn something from this guide if you haven’t used
Photoshop.
This training guide first goes over Photoshop Layers which are fundamental to
working with Photoshop. Understanding and using them will enable you to work
more efficiently.
The rest of this guide goes over how to use Photoshop perform repairs to some
common problems with photos including:
1. The background in your photo is well exposed but the person in the
foreground is underexposed. This can happen if your flash doesn’t fire, or if
the sun in shinning in the direction of the person’s face you are taking a
photo of. This causes what’s referred to as a “backlit photo”.
You want to increase the exposure in the person’s face so it’s not so
underexposed (dark).
2. A person you photographed doesn’t like how they looked in the photo you
took of them because it made them look heavy.
You want to be able to slim them down.
3. A teenager or young adult you photographed suffers from acne and/or
other skin issues.

They would like you to minimize the acne and other skin issues.
4. You photographed someone with sensitive eyes and they blinked, and their
eyes are closed, but you didn’t realize it until sometime well after the shot
was taken.
You want to find a way to open their eyes up.
5. The flash you used was a little too powerful and left bright highlights on the
person’s face.
You want to know how to “tame” those highlights.

Layers
Photoshop Layers are a fundamental feature of Photoshop. They can be stacked
on top of each other, their order can be changed, and they can be grouped. Their
opacity can be changed, so that a top layer can reveal some of the layer below it,
and you can apply blending modes to them which can affect how one layer
interacts with another. You can also apply Layer masks to layers, which we will be
talking about in the next section.
Photoshop Layers let you break up work into chunks. You can do different work
on each layer. If you do all your work on one layer, and then make a mistake, you
can lose a lot of time recovering from your mistake. If you break up you work on
different layers, and don’t like how the work turned out on one layer, you can
delete that layer without affecting the rest of layers of your work.
When you have an original photo, you can duplicate that layer and work on the
duplicated layer. That way you never change the original photo.
You can compare any restoration or retouching work you’ve done on one layer to
those layers below it including the original layer.

Below is a significantly damaged photo. Parts of this photo were torn off, there
were scratched off areas, it sustained some fire damage which caused cracking of
the parking lot, the left siding of the showroom, and the sky. The photo was out
of focus, and it had faded considerably.

Since so many areas needed repair, separate Photoshop Layers were used.

In the Graphic below, each major area of restoration was organized into groups.
This made the restoration more manageable.
The Layer groups used were Parking lot repair, Repair siding in the front, Repair
siding on the right, Repair Glass, Roof & Gutter Repair, Build Sky, Car Detailing,
and Final Touchups.

1. Layer Masks
Photoshop Layer Masks are like a Halloween Mask, which can hide some of the
layer below (the face), but also reveals some of the layer below (eyes, mouth)
A black Photoshop mask hides everything in the layer it’s part of, and a white
mask doesn’t hide anything in the layer it’s part of. To remove (unhide) areas of a
black mask, you paint in the mask with a white brush. To mask (hide) areas of a
white mask, you paint in the mask with a black brush.

Fixing an underexposed face with a Layer Mask and the Levels
Adjustment Tool

This is of a photo I took of my granddaughter at her birthday party. In the photo
on the left, the background is exposed well, however, the foreground which
contains her face is underexposed because my flash did not go off. The photo on
the right is after the exposure on her face was increased using a Photoshop Levels
Adjustment tool along with a Layer Mask, which was used to limit the exposure
changes to just her face, neck and left hand.

General Approach
The Levels Adjustment tool was used to increase the exposure in the photo
below. This increase in exposure affected the entire photo, not just her face, neck
and left hand. As you can see, the background is too bright now, and looks a little
washed out.

It just so happens that the Levels Adjustment tool automatically creates a white
Layer Mask. As mentioned before, a white Layer Mask does not mask anything.
To limit the increase in exposure to just her face, neck, and hand, you need to use
a Layer Mask, but not a white layer mask, you need a black layer mask, and a
white paint brush to paint over her face, neck and left hand. This will let the
exposure increase be unmasked for those areas.
You can think of the white paint brush as making holes in the black mask.

Detailed instructions for this retouching:
a) Always start out by duplicating the background layer, you don’t want to
work on it directly on the photograph.
b) Use the Levels Adjustment tool to get the correct exposure on the
underexposed face. First slide the rightmost small triangle of the Levels
graph to the left, so that it aligns with the right-side edge of the
histogram (see the red circle below). If that’s not enough exposure
increase, slide the middle small triangle a little to the left.

c) The Levels Adjustment tool adjusts the exposure increase everywhere
on the photo. To limit the exposure to the face, you need to turn the
white mask black. You may have noticed that Levels Adjustment tool
automatically created a white layer mask. So, to change that mask to
black, select the mask by clicking on it, and then select menu command
Edit/Fill/Black. That will fill the mask black.

d) By turning the mask black, the exposure increase introduced by the
Levels adjustment tool can no longer be seen anywhere in the photo, so
with a white paint brush, paint on the face, neck and left hand to reveal
the exposure you set with the Levels Adjustment tool. Below we can
see white paint in the middle of the black mask on the left, and the
result on the right.

2. Reducing hips, belly, etc.
Photoshop’s Liquify tool can help you perform a digital diet. Two of Liquify’s most
powerful dieting tools are the Forward Warp tool, and the Pucker Tool.
The Forward Warp tool helps you reduce arms, legs, hips, the width of someone’s
face, etc. The Pucker Tool sucks up the size of areas it’s used on, so it can reduce
the size of a stomach, neck, etc.
The Liquify tool in action to reduce hips and a belly
The photo below is of a belly dancer that visited the Montgomery County Camera
Club for a photo shoot. On the left is the unretouched photo. On the right the
Forward Warp Tool and Pucker Tool were used to reduce her hips and belly.

Detailed Instructions for the retouching:
 Create a duplicate background layer, and then select it.
 Select the Liquify Tool from the Filter menu.
 Use the Forward Warp tool (circled in red below. The ellipsis shows
where the Forward Warp tool is placed) to reduce her hips. The
Forward Warp Tool can also be used to reduce the size of other body
parts such as arms, legs, necks, and the face as well.

 Use the Pucker tool (circled in red below. The ellipsis shows where the
Pucker tool is placed on the stomach) to reduce the size of the stomach.
Do overuse the pucker tool because it can distort the area it’s working
on. So, do your work in small increments.

Note: Be careful of the density, pressure, and rate adjustments for the
Forward Warp tool and the Pucker tool. If too high, the changes you will
make with those tools will be too dramatic and hard to control. If you
find that’s the case, you can just lower the levels so they work better for
you.

3. Hue/Saturation & Frequency Separation for handling skin issues
such as blemishes and pimples
Tackling blemishes and pimples can be a formidable task. By combining two
powerful Photoshop methods, you can achieve great results which let you work
more efficiently.
The two methods are the Hue/Saturation Tool and Frequency Separation.
The Hue/Saturation tool can isolate and neutralize the red in blemishes and
pimples, and make them less noticeable and smaller.
Frequency separation places the skin texture (high frequency) on one layer, and
the color and tone (low frequency) on another layer.
The power in Frequency Separation is the ability to work on tone and color issues
separate from skin texture issues.
The photos below show the before and after of using the Hue/Saturation Tool and
Frequency Separation.

Below is an overview of what the process for removing blemishes entails.
(Detailed instructions follow the overview)
You will first create a hue/saturation layer, and use it to remove the red from the
blemishes.

On a new layer, you can use the spot healing brush, clone tool, healing brush, or
retouching tool of your choice to remove the blemishes and pimples.
To create Frequency Separation layers, you will create two new duplicated layers.
On the lower of the two new layers you will use a Gaussian Blur to even out the
skin color and tones.
On the top layer, you will separate out the skin texture. On this layer you can use
whichever of the below photo retouching tool or combination of tools you prefer
to use for removing the remaining blemishes and pimples:





Clone stamp tool
Healing brush
Spot Healing brush
Patch tool

Detailed Instructions for this restoration:
Using a Hue/Saturation adjustment layer to remove color from the blemishes:
a) Duplicate the background layer.
b) Select the Hue/Saturation adjustment tool.
c) Below where you see the word Master (circled in red below) on the
Hue/Saturation Tool, select Reds from the dropdown (it’s for removal of
the red in blemishes):

–
d) Move the Hue slider +100 to the right, and the Saturation slider +53 to
the right) similar to the graphic below. This will make the areas you
want to work on much more noticeable.

Now that we have what looks like a Martian, locate the slider that is
sandwiched between two horizontal multi-color bars on the bottom to the
left (see the graphic below on the left which shows the slider circled in
red). Move this slider to the left to isolate just the pimple and blemish
areas (you won’t be able to select them all). The graphic below on the
right shows the selection of red areas on his face. The values used on this
slider were 280° / 310°.

e) Move the Hue and Saturation sliders back to zero and it will look like no
changes were made, but you now have the reds isolated.
f) Move the Hue slider a little to the right to get it closer to a skin tone,
move the lightness slider a little to the right, and move the saturation a
little a little to the right (see the values set below as a guide but not for
exact values, as they will differ from one photo to the next):

g) Create a new blank layer on top of all your other layers. Select menu
Layers/New/Layer. Hold down the ALT key (on Windows), Option Key
(on a Mac) and Right-click on the new layer. Select “Merge Visible” from
the menu. You should now have a new top layer filled in with all your
work so far.
h) Use the Spot Healing Brush on this layer to remove most of the
blemishes. You should see something like what’s below.

i) Now we need to return some color to his face, and we’ll do that by
creating a new layer and setting its property to color. You will select the
red color from the Photoshop color picker, and with an opacity of 8,
paint a little red to his cheeks and nose (see below).

Create the Frequency Separation layers
a) Create a new blank layer on top of all your other layers. Select menu
Layers/New/Layer.
b) Hold down the ALT key (on Windows), Option Key (on a Mac) and Rightclick on the new layer. Select “Merge Visible” from the menu. You
should now have a new top layer filled in with all your work so far.
c) Duplicate this new top layer twice, and name the top layer “high freq”,
and layer below it “low freq”.
d) Turn off high freq layer and select the low freq layer.
e) Select menu command Filter/Blur/Gaussian blur – and adjust the blur
amount until skin discolorations disappear. Typical values range from
about 2-9.
f) Make the top layer (high freq) active.
g) Select menu command Image/Apply Image:
1. Set the layer field to low freq
2. Set the blending mode field to subtract (scale of 2, and offset of 128)
- This subtracts the low freq layer from the top freq layer leaving the
texture layer on the top layer.
h) Set the blending layer to Linear light (circled in red below) – it looks like
you haven’t done anything to the photo, but you have separated the
skin texture from the color and tone.

Even Out the color and tones in the face
a) Select the low freq layer
b) Use the lasso tool and select areas of the face that are uneven in color
and tone.
c) After making your select, select menu command Select/Select and Mask
and move the feathering to the right until edges of the selection are well
blurred.
d) Then select menu command Filter/Blur/Gaussian blur, and give the blur
a value that slightly evens out the tones and colors on the selected area.
This adjustment is slight; too high a value will darken the area.

Remove pimples and other skin texture imperfections:
a) Select the high freq layer.
b) Make sure to set the Sample field on the top of the Photoshop Menu
(shown below and circled in red) to the “Current Layer” (so that all the
work you do is restricted to this layer)

c) Use the Clone tool to remove pimple and other skin issues.
d) Next use the spot healing brush to remove any remaining pimple and
skin issues.
e) Select both the high freq texture layer and low freq layers, right-click
and select Group. By grouping the layers you compare the work you’ve
done on your Frequency Layers to the original photo.

You’re done!

4. Opening Closed eyes

General Approach
This process starts out with you opening a photo where a person’s eyes are
closed. Then you select their open eyes from a photograph (using the magnetic
lasso tool or other selection tool of your liking). Then you copy the open eyes
over the closed eyes in the photo.
Then you use a Layer Mask to remove areas around the copied eyes to blend in
with the areas around the closed eyes.
Detailed instructions for this retouching:
a) Open the photos where the eyes are closed.
b) Open the photo where the eyes are open, select and the eyes and copy
them using a Lasso or Marquee tool, or another selection tool you are
comfortable with.

c) Paste the copied eyes on top of the closed eyes photo. Move the copied
(open eyes) over the closed with the “Move Tool”.

d) If the color / tone of the area around the copied eyes is different from
the area they are replacing (as in the above photo), select the menu
item Image/Adjustments/Hue and Saturation. Play with the hue,
saturation and Lightness, until you get the color and tone of the skin
around the open eyes to be similar to the skin around the closed eyes.
e) If the copied open eyes are larger or smaller than the closed use the
“Transform Tool” and its scale function to get them to the same size.
f) Create a white layer mask on the open eyes layer, and use a black paint
brush to remove material around the copied eyes so they blend into the
face.

5. Reducing blown out skin areas
Below is a photo of EasyBee. He is a member of Buffalo Soldiers Motorcycle of America.
This group pays homage to the Buffalo Soldiers who fought for the Union against the
South in the Civil War. EasyBee rode to the Montgomery County Camera Club on his
motorcycle for a photo shoot.

General Approach
This method uses one layer where you paint color into a highlight areas, and uses a
Gaussian Blur on another layer with a layer mask where you paint in a little softness
to the highlight areas.
Detailed instructions for this retouching:
a) Duplicate the background layer, and then use the eyedropper tool to sample a
color near a highlighted area.

b) Select a brush with 0 hardness and %18 opacity, and start painting in the
highlighted area to reduce its harshness.
c) When you are done painting, merge all layers into a new top layer and use a
Gaussian blur to soften the highlighted areas (do not let the blur go as far as
blurring out features).
d) Create a black mask to hide the Gaussian blur you just created. To do this
select the menu item Layer/Layer Mask/Hide All.
e) Now use a soft white brush at 20-30% opacity, and paint over the highlite
areas until you get the look you are after.

Sources for Good Photoshop Tutorials
Adobe TV - They have some great Photoshop video tutorials. Russell Brown is
one of the presenters. He is funny and does a great job on his tutorials.
Phlearn.com Aaron Nace on YouTube. He has tutorials for just about anything
regarding Photoshop. The tutorials are very good, easy to follow and learn.
Terry White, also has a number of really good Photoshop tutorials on YouTube.
If you have a Lynda.com account; Chris Orwig, Deke McClelland (he has written
many quality books on Photoshop) are two good sources.
For Photo Restoration and Retouching; the books by Katrin Eismann are the
best by far.
Katrin is recognized as the foremost authority on Photo Restoration and
Retouching.
Three restorations I did (including the mustang) appear in her 3rd edition of
Photoshop Restoration and Retouching (https://www.amazon.com/AdobePhotoshop-Restoration-Retouching3rd/dp/0321316274/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1490634559&sr=82&keywords=katrin+eismann)

Appendix A - Other Photo Restoration Examples
Below is a 1938 Photo of my Mother (front row on the right), and my Grandmother (behind and
to right of my mother), and fiends on the Atlantic City Beach. This photo had faded and the
color had shifted significantly, was slightly out of focus, and had a fold in the right-hand corner.

You can see the restored image below, and all the different layers that were used to restore the
various issues. To summarize, the photo was converted top grayscale to get rid of the color shift,
the clone tool was used to fix the fold in the right-hand bottom corned, the photos was selectively
sharpened (mostly the faces), and blurred to remove some of the graininess in the photo, and the
brightness and contract was also adjusted to counteract the fading.

Below is a photo that was taken some time around the 1920’s. This photo was taped in several
places, missing some areas, had faded, had a slight color shift, and the focus was not sharp.

To restore this family treasure a lot of careful cloning work was done to remove the tape marks, and fill in
missing areas. The contrast was adjusted with the Levels tool, and the Levels tool was also used to
remove the color shifting. The photo was also slightly sharpened using the menu command
Sharpen/Unsharp Mask.

Below is precious cheerleader photo that a father of one of the daughters sent me to restore.
As you can see there was a significant magenta color shift.

When I’m faced with a major color cast shift, like in this photo, the tool I start with most of the
time is the Levels Adjustment tool where I can work on the red, green and blue channels
separately and usually get good results. However, I find that I also need to lean on color balance
hue/saturation layers, and painting color on a color layer to get the look I’m after.
For this restoration, I used the levels adjustment tool to adjust the red, blue, and green
channels. That removed the magenta color shift but left the greens in the photo very dark. So, I
created a Smart Layer and used a Camera Raw Filter layer to boost the temperature towards
yellow a little, boost the tint a little towards magenta, open the shadows considerably, decease
the highlights to show the details in the skirts, reduce saturation, and took down the blacks a
little.
I removed the color cast from the siding of the house by reducing saturation and boosting
lightness and painting in a layer mask. The easiest way for me to get color I wanted in their
faces was to create a color layer and paint directly on their faces, and then I played with opacity
until I achieved the look I was after.
I used another levels adjustment layer on the red, green and blue, and got the overall tone and
brightness I was after. I finished tweaking the colors with the color balance tool where I
boosted the yellow and red channels a little.
As the photo was extremely grainy, I used a slight Gaussian blur to reduce the graininess by
painting in a layer mask to only hit the areas I wanted. I also cloned some grass to the lower
left bottom on the photo where there was there was some blocking of a lighter green strip of
color, and did a little other touchup work.

